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ABSTRACT. The Fourier-Laplace transforms on Rn (n > 2) whose images

belong to the Bergman spaces are investigated from the point of view of a

general theory of integral transforms. The central problems are to give the

expressions of the Bergman kernels in terms of the Fourier-Laplace transforms,

and to investigate the relationship between the domains and the ranges in the

expressions.

1. Introduction. We let G be a domain in Rn and let TG = Rn+iG C C" be

the tube domain over G. Then, T. G. Genchev [6, 7] discussed the Fourier-Laplace

transforms when the images belong to the Bergman spaces on Tq in contrast with

the classical cases of the analytic Hardy and Szegö spaces. See Fuks [4], Gindikin

[8, 9], and Stein and Weiss [17] for the classical cases. In this paper, following

the general theory [12, 13, 14] of integral transforms we will discuss the Fourier-

Laplace transforms when the images belong to the Bergman spaces. Then, we will

be able to obtain some general and unified results. The case of one-dimensional

spaces was discussed in [6, 15].

2. Isometrical identities and inverse formulas. Following the general the-

ory of integral transforms, we first design our situation for the Fourier-Laplace

transforms from the point of view that the images belong to the Bergman spaces.

We set

Z - (Zl, Z2, ■ ■ ■ , Zn) S C", Zj = Xj + yj {Xj,Vj € R),

X = (11,32,..., In), y = (2/l,2/2,---,3/n),

t = (¿i,¿2, ■ .-,tn) € Rn,

and
n

{Z,t) =Y^Z3t3-

For some domains D c Rn, ¿% C Cn and for some functions g, we consider the

Fourier-Laplace transform

(2.1) f(z) = J^JDe^g(t)dt, ze^.
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When we discuss the case that the images f(z) belong to the Bergman space

Berg(^), then we should consider the following expression:

For the Bergman kernel K{z,w\âl) on 31 and a positive continuous function

p(t) on D

(2.2) K(zttD;#) = —[^ JV*.*>e"««'*>p(t)dt.

See the general theory [12, 13, 14] of integral transforms for this idea. The space

Berg(<^) is composed of all holomorphic functions f(z) on 3? which are integrable
1    ley

on ¿% and with finite norms {/^ |/(z)|2 dx dy} < oo. The kernel K(z,w;&)

is the reproducing kernel for the space Berg(^). See Bochner and Martin [3] and

Fuks [5] for this space and kernel.

Since the existence domain of the Bergman kernel K(z,w;¿%) in (2.2) is inde-

pendent of x, we immediately see that we should take the tube domain Tq over G

Z&3Î.

We will determine the weight p(t). From (2.1), by Parseval's equation we have

f    \f(z)\2dx= f e-2^\g(t)\2dt,
Jr" jd

and so, formally,

(2.3) /   \f(z)\2dxdy = f \g(t)\2 { [ e-^dy] dt.
Jtc Jd \Jg )

When (2.3) is valid, then for

W(t;G)= [ e-^'^dy,
Jg

we obtain the isometrical identity

(2.4) f   \f(z)\2dxdy = f \g(t)\2W(t;G)dt.
JTg J d

As we see from the general theory of integral transforms, the above arguments will

mean that the Bergman kernel K(z,w\Tq) has the expression

(2.5) K(z,w-TG) = —^ J e^e-^VWfrG)-1 dt,

for some domain D. Further, then in the integral transform

(2.6) f(z) = —[— f F(ty^W(t;G)-1 dt
\¿,R)   Jd

for functions F satisfying

(2.7) / \F{t)\2W{t;G)-1 dt < oo,
Jd

we will have the isometrical identity

(2.8) j    \¡{z)\2dxdy=j^jD\F{t)\2W{t;G)-ldt.

Conversely, we will determine the condition that the Bergman kernel K(z, w; Tq)

is expressible in the form (2.5). For this problem, we obtain the following funda-

mental theorem.
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THEOREM 2.1.   Integral (2.5) exists on Tq x Tq (complex conjugate) and the

function K(z,w\Tc) defined by (2.5) is the Bergman kernel on Tq if and only if

(2.9) D = DG = {teRn;W(t;G)<oo};

that is, £>g is the maximal domain satisfying W(t;G) < oo.

PROOF.  We first note that Dq is a convex domain on Rn, as we see from the

inequality

uavl~a < au + {l -a)v        (u, v > 0, 0 < a < 1).

We assume that (2.9) is valid.   Then, for any j/(°) G G, we take a neighborhood

such that

U(y^\s)=f[(y^-e,y^+s)cG
3=1

for some e > 0. Then, we have

(2.10)

f    e-2^0)^W(UG)-ldt
Jd>dg

<   f    P-2(vm,t) dt

J LDa jW°),e)e-2(tf,t)^

Í     e-2(!/<0,,t)_
JRn r\n   (i /o* u0v^[_oí„(°) _ =-w i _ Q^^í_or„(°)«" n"=i(l/2íJ){exp[-2(2/]ü) - e)t3) - exp[-2(t/f + efc]}

n        roo

<2"J] /      exp(-22/fíJ)
. _ 1 J —ooJ=1 « exp[-2(2/ju' - e)tj] - exp[-2(y)u' + e)ty]

< oo.

Hence, the function /f(2, w;Tg) defined by (2.5) on Z>g exists on TG x 7b. Recall

here also the theorem of Sommer and Mehring [16] (see Fuks [5, p. 85]).

Since the function K(z,w;Tg) is a positive matrix on Tq in the sense of E. M.

Moore, the Hubert space H(Tg,£>g) composed of functions on Tq admitting the

reproducing kernel K(z,w;Tg) exists uniquely (see Aronszajn [1, 2]). This Hubert

space H(Tg,Dg) is composed of all holomorphic functions f(z) on Tq which are

expressible in the form

(2.11) /(,)=*/    Fity^WfrG)-1
\¿K)      Jbn

(it

for the Hubert space Z,2(Â5, W(í; G)   1 dt) composed of all functions on Dg with

finite norms

(2.12) {jeyff,   \F^)\2w^G)~ldi)       <00'

and with the norm

(2-13) \\n]I(TaMtDa) = J^y:jb    \F{t)\*W{t&)~1 dt

[12, 13, 14].
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Meanwhile, from (2.11) and Parseval's equation, we have as in (2.3)

(2.14) J   ]f{z)]2dxdy=_A_j^   \F{t)\2W{t-G)-ldt.

This implies that the Hubert space H(Tg, Dg) is a subspace of the Bergman space

Berg(TG).

On the other hand, for any / e Berg(7b), we set

(2.15) m = -±-JRJ{z)e-i^dx.

Of course, this integral exists and, further, g is independent of y e G as we see from

the Cauchy integral formula. See [17, pp. 98-101] for this argument. In addition,

g(t) is continuous (see [7]). Then, by Parseval's equation we have

(2.16) f   \f(z)\2dxdy= [  [   e-2^\~g{t)?dtdy.
Jtg Jg JR"

Hence, in particular, a.e. on the support of g, W(t; G) < oo, and so, on the support

of g, W(t;G) < oo. Thus, we see that any / e Berg(To) is expressible in the form

(2.11) with (2.12) and

FifiWfcG)-1    on£>G,
(2.17) g(t) = I   (2?r)n/2

( 0    onRn-DG-

Therefore, we have the desired relation H(Tq,Dg) = Berg(To).

The necessity in Theorem 2.1 is clear, from the previous arguments of Theorem

2.1.

From the general theory of integral transforms and Theorem 2.1, we have

THEOREM 2.2.   For the domain Dg satisfying (2.9) and for the integral trans-

form (2.11) satisfying (2.12), we have the isometrical identity

(2.18) \\f\\Lre{TG) = j¿^JOG\m\2W(t-,G)-Ut

between the whole spaces Li(Dg, W{t; G)~l dt) and Berg(Tc). Moreover, we have

the inverse formula

dy(2.19) F(T)W[t;G)= «-lim f    /(¿)e~i(s,i) dx
n^°°Jen

in the sense of the strong convergence in the space Li(Dg, W{t\G)~l dt).   Here,

{En}<n=i is any compact exhaustion ofTc-

3. The existence domains. For a given Dq, we take the maximal domain in

the sense that

(3.1) G=lyeRn:   f    e'^^W(t;G)'1 dt < oc\

or

(3.2) G={yeRn;K(z,z;TG)<oo}
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Then, we see that G is also convex. This fact corresponds to the classical fact that

every holomorphic function in the tube domain Tq has an analytic continuation to

a holomorphic function on 7b<,, where Gc is the convex hull of G. (See Bochner and

Martin [3] and Fuks [5].) In our case, we can prove that G = Gc, directly and any

member / of Berg(To) can be continued analytically onto TG and its continuation

belongs to Bevg(TG).

When G or G contains a whole line, then we see that the corresponding domain

Dg or DG is void. This fact implies that: A necessary and sufficient condition for

Berg(To) or Berg(T¿) to contain a function that is not identically zero is that G

or G does not contain a whole line, respectively. (Cf. Stein and Weiss [17, p. 94].)

We will assume that G is bounded by a piecewise smooth hypersurface. Let O

be the origin of coordinates in the y-space Rn, and let the hyperplanes {r} pass

through it and lie parallel to the limiting positions of the tangent hyperplanes of the

hypersurface. We consider the convex cone with vertex at the origin enveloped by

these hyperplanes. The nappe of this cone lying on the same side of the hyperplanes

{r} as the domain G is called the asymptotic cone of the domain TQ. As the

asymptotic cone of a domain TG with a bounded base G, we take the set {O}, the

origin of coordinates. Further, if V is the asymptotic cone of TG, we will say that

this domain TQ is of type V.

Let T (c Rn) be a convex cone with vertex at the origin. Then, let F* be the

conjugate cone of V, that is, the set defined by

T* = {y* g Rn- (y\y) > 0 for all y e T (closure), y ¿ O} .

(See Fuks [4] for these definitions.) Then, we obtain

THEOREM 3.1. (I) When G is a bounded domain in Rn, we have DG = Rn.

(II) When G is a convex cone T with vertex at the origin, we have DG = T*. (Ill)

When TG is of type V, we have DG = V*.

PROOF. (I) is clear and we see (II) from the following proof of (III).

For any fixed i'0' e V*, we set

(y, <<°>) = 12/11^1 cost90(y)>0    on V>

where, of course, $o(y) (l^o(y)l < 7r/2) is the angle between the two vectors y and

i(°) in the same space Rn. Hence, there exists 0 such that

\Mv)\ < © < t/2    on V.

Hence, there exist e > 0 and M > 0 such that

|^o(í/)| < O -£ < tt/2    onGn{M>M}.

Then, from the identity

/        f(\x\)dx=^/Ç [Nx^1f(x)dx
J\x\<n T(n/2) J0
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[10, p. 623], we have

[ e-*v>tmUy< [ exp[-2(y,tW)]dy
Jô Jôn{y<M}

+ [ exp[-2|j/| \t{0) | cos(6 - £)] dy
Jôn{\y\>M}

< [ exp[-2(y,tM))dy
JGn{\y\<M}

+        exp[-2\y\ |i(0)|cos(6 - e)]dy
Jr"

< [ exp[-2(y,t^))dy
JGr\{\y\<M)

+ Jim   rT^V I"Vn-leM-vV\tW\™&-e))\dy.
n^oo T(n/2) J0

Hence, we have V* C DG.

On the other hand, for any Rn -V* 3 t^°\ by definition of V*, there exists a

point j/°) € y such that (t/°\ i'0') < 0. Then, there exists a narrow nondegenerate

(i.e. contains an n-dimensional sphere) convex cone T(y^) with vertex at the origin

such that (?/,i(0)) < 0 on P(t/(0)) and

G D T(y{0)) n {\y\ > M} for some constant M > 0.

Then, we have

[ e-2^tWUy> f e-2^tmUy
Jó Jr(y<-°1)n{\y\>M}

S
Vr(î/(o))n{|î/|>M}

>  I dy = oo.

Hence, V* D DG, and so we have the desired assertion V* = DG.

EXAMPLES. (I) When G = {{-a,a) x {-a,a) x ••• x {-a,a)} C ñn, ¿>G = Än.

Further,

n       ra ™     1

(3.3) VK(í; G) = J [ /    exp(-2j/jíj) dy3 =¡J- sinh2aíj.
J = 1 J-a ,-_, *¿

Hence, from the identity

i     /°° -«-¿«■a - PAO1'2«"
(27r)1/2y_0Osinhi (1 + e-«)2

[10, p. 1148], we have

(3.4) K^r^G^Vnsech3
j=i

and so

(3.5) *(.,*; ?b)- (     *     V TTsech2^^!

n    n

2a '

vj n
J     3=116a27T2/    1A 4aí
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(II) When G is the octant {yi > 0,..., yn > 0} C Rn, TQ is of type V = G and

DG = V* = G. Then,

(3-6) »"<*!<*) = ¿ftp
y=l   ^

Hence,

(3-7) *(*.*!r0)-j^n-3r.

and so

,3.8) »(^ibj.i^nj-j^.

(III) When G = {y2 > e-*" } C i?2, TG is of type V = {yi > 0, y2 > 0}. Then,

DG = V* = V, and

i   r°°
W(t-G) = — /     exp[-2(î,1t1+e-»'f2)]dy1.

¿H Jo

Certainly, for any t € V, W(t; G) < oo.

It is, in general, difficult to compute the Bergman kernel K{z, w; Tq) concretely,

but for the concrete expressions of the Bergman kernels of the classical domains,

see Hau [11] and Gindikin [8, 9].

We will be able to discuss the weighted Bergman kernel on Tq and inequalities

of Hausdorff-Young type for general LP(D,W(t;G)~1dt) (p > 1) functions as in

[15]. But, the arguments are similar and formal, and we do not refer to them here.
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